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1. Introduction

Over 30 years ago, it was recognized that the nanoscale fea-

tures of DNA could be exploited for the bottom-up assembly
of nanomaterials.[1] Since then, DNA has been used in the con-

struction of a wide variety of structures, including two-[2] and
three-dimensional lattices,[3] nanodevices,[4] topologically linked

arrays,[5] and biosensors.[6] The DNA origami technique,[7] given
its ease of preparation, has prompted an explosive growth in

structural DNA nanotechnology to address challenges in a

variety of research fields.[8] The technique is based on a long
single-stranded DNA (scaffold strand) folded into desired

shapes by using hundreds of short complementary oligonucle-
otides (staple strands), and has been used to create not only

two-dimensional sheets but also complex three-dimensional
objects.[9, 10] Such self-assembled DNA nanostructures have
served as scaffolds for the arrangement of proteins[11] and

nanoparticles.[12] Moreover, structures that can respond to ex-
ternal stimuli have been developed.[13] Here, we focus on the
biological applications of DNA origami nanostructures in drug

delivery, as biosensors, for studying protein–protein interac-
tions, and as biomolecular analysis platforms (Figure 1).

2. Protein Arrangement and Enzyme Cascades

Control over the positioning of functional molecules has been

one of the main uses of DNA scaffolds,[14] and is an important
step in creating complex nanodevices. DNA origami structures

provide a large surface area and the ability to attach functional
moieties at specific sites by modification of the staple strands.

We discuss the use of DNA origami sheets (or tiles of various
shapes) for spatially controlled assembly of proteins and as

The use of DNA as a material for nanoscale construction has
blossomed in the past decade. This is largely attributable to

the DNA origami technique, which has enabled construction of
nanostructures ranging from simple two-dimensional sheets to
complex three-dimensional objects with defined curves and
edges. These structures are amenable to site-specific function-
alization with nanometer precision, and have been shown to

exhibit cellular biocompatibility and permeability. The DNA ori-

gami technique has already found widespread use in a variety

of emerging biological applications such as biosensing, en-
zyme cascades, biomolecular analysis, biomimetics, and drug
delivery. We highlight a few of these applications and com-
ments on the prospects for this rapidly expanding field of re-
search.

Figure 1. DNA origami and its biological applications: origami construction
and examples of applications in drug delivery, enzymes cascades, biosensors,
protein arrangement, and molecular analysis.
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platforms for the analysis of protein–protein interactions and
the creation of enzyme cascades.

2.1. Approach to spatial positioning of proteins

DNA origami tiles have been used for the precise positioning
of proteins.[15] One example is the use of a rectangular DNA or-

igami tile to assemble thrombin and protein derived growth
factor (PDGF) by using protein specific aptamers (Figure 2 A).

Linear and “S”-shaped arrangements of aptamers afforded
such controlled assembly, and provide a route to dictate dis-

tance-dependent protein–protein interactions. Site-specific

protein assembly on DNA origami tiles has also been achieved
through the incorporation of benzylguanine (BG) and chloro-

hexane (CH) groups[16] to staple strands involved in the forma-
tion of the origami tile (Figure 2 B). These groups were used to
bind fusion proteins containing Snap-tags (O6-alkylguanine-
DNA-alkyltransferase)[17] or Halo-tags (haloalkane dehaloge-

nase)[18] respectively. Placement of proteins at specific points

was demonstrated by using a face-shaped DNA origami tile de-
signed to contain the modified groups at positions represent-

ing the eyes (two sets of three CH-modified strands), nose
(four biotin-modified strands) and mouth (four BG-modified

strands).[16] Protein coupling strategies such as this provide a
way to create desired protein arrangements on a DNA scaffold.

Another strategy to recruit proteins to specific locations on

DNA origami scaffolds uses zinc-finger proteins (ZFP) as adap-
tors (Figure 2 C). ZFPs are DNA-binding proteins that can be

designed to bind to specific DNA sequences.[19] In one such
example, DNA origami tiles with rectangular cavities at the

center were designed to contain sequences at specific sites
within the cavities in order to bind ZFPs.[20] Proteins specific to

these ZFPs are recruited to particular locations within the cavi-
ties on the tile. This can also be achieved by conjugating the

protein of interest to ZFPs, and the fused complex can then be
positioned at specific locations on the origami tile (those that

contain the 10-nt DNA sequence specific to the respective

ZFP).

2.2. Reversible protein arrangements

DNA nanostructures not only allow the site-specific arrange-

ment of proteins but also offer the flexibility of reversible
attachment of proteins or other functional molecules. One ex-

ample is the reversible attachment of streptavidin on DNA ori-
gami tiles containing nanoscale wells.[21] This “punched DNA

nanotape” was designed to contain wells that were tagged
with biotin groups. Addition of streptavidin resulted in recruit-
ment of the protein molecules to the wells, thereby leading to

a protein array with a positioning resolution of approximately
28 nm (the distance between biotin-tagged wells). By using

a toehold-mediated strand-displacement process, the attached
proteins can be triggered to leave the origami tile. For exam-

ple, a toehold-containing biotin-modified staple strand in the

punched DNA nanotape was removed by the addition of
“unset strands”.[22] In this process, toehold-mediated strand dis-

Figure 2. Origami-based protein arrangements and interactions. A) Aptamer-based positioning of proteins.[15] B) Site-specific coupling of fusion proteins on an
origami tile with chemical ligands.[16] C) Protein assembly using zinc-finger-binding proteins.[20] D) Reversible protein assembly based on toehold-mediated
strand displacement.[22] E) Analysis of distance-specific aptamer–protein interaction.[23]
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placement leads to the elimination of the streptavidin bound
to the biotin-tagged strands (Figure 2 D). By using unique se-

quences in the biotin-containing strands, the protein mole-
cules attached at specific wells can be removed. This strategy

provides a route to create a determined assembly of proteins,
coupled with the ability to remove proteins bound at specific

locations on the tile.

2.3. Analysis of aptamer–protein interactions

As mentioned above, aptamer sequences can be placed at

specific sites on a DNA origami tile as extensions of staple
strands at those locations. Such aptamer-modified DNA origa-

mi platforms have been used to study the bivalent binding ef-
ficiency of thrombin.[23] The tile was modified to contain stem-

loops with two different aptamer sequences (known to bind to
opposite sides of the protein) protruding out of the plane of

the origami tile. Two pairs of aptamer lines were arranged on

the origami tile. The different aptamer lines were separated by
5.8 nm and by 20.7 nm. High binding affinity of thrombin was

observed for aptamers separated by 5.8 nm, at which distance
the protein can bind to both aptamers simultaneously (Fig-

ure 2 E). The use of DNA nanostructures to control protein
placement and interactions can lead to the creation of enzyme
cascades, as discussed in the following section.

2.4. Enzyme cascades

DNA origami nanostructures provide a route to host proteins

at specific sites, thereby allowing the creation and optimization
of distance-dependent enzyme cascades. For example, a DNA

origami platform was used to study the reaction between two
enzymes, glucose oxidase (GOx) and horseradish peroxidase

(HRP; Figure 3 A).[24] Enzymatic activity was measured by using

glucose and ABTS2¢ as substrates and monitoring the increase

in absorbance at 410 nm. The distance between the two en-
zymes was varied from 10 to 65 nm, and enzymatic activity

was found to be highest at 10 nm. Such control over the
placement of enzymes or catalysts can lead to the creation of

nanoscale bioreactors. The local concentrations of the interact-
ing proteins are also known to play a role in reaction efficien-

cy.[25] For this reason, the effect of confinement of these en-
zymes was analyzed by comparing the efficiency of the

enzyme cascade on planar origami sheets (semiconfined
space) and within short DNA nanotubes (confined space).[26]

The efficiency of the enzyme cascade was significantly higher
in the DNA nanotube than on the planar tiles, as a result of
high coupling between individual enzyme molecules when

confined in a smaller space.
A DNA origami-based “nanoreactor” was created to mimic

the enzyme cascade reaction between the same pair of pro-
teins (GOx and HRP).[27] In this case, tubular DNA origami con-

structs were designed to analyze the cascade reaction between
the proteins when confined to the small space within the

nanotubes (Figure 3 B). The enzymatic activity of each of these

enzymes was studied within a single nanotube unit. Next, the
activity of both enzymes was studied by creating a dimer of

these nanotubes, with one containing GOx and the other con-
taining HRP. The catalytic activity of this two-unit nanoreactor

was monitored with d-glucose as the reactant and 3,3’,5,5’-tet-
ramethylbenzidine (TMB) as the product. The reactivity of

these enzymes was higher when confined within the nano-

tubes than in solution. The design of such architectures allows
the study of the interaction of proteins at defined local con-

centration and arrangements, for comparison with those in
solution.

3. DNA Origami-Based Biosensors

Chemical and biological sensing is an emerging application of
DNA-based nanostructures. DNA origami-based structures

have been developed for sensing pH, to detect target nucleic
acids, to sense enzyme activity, and to detect single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs). We discuss a few representative exam-
ples here.

3.1. pH detection

pH-dependent DNA complexes such as the i-motif and triplex-
es have been exploited for the construction of DNA nanodevi-

ces that can change their conformation based on a change in
pH. A DNA origami-based structure was used as a nano-
mechanical pH sensor based on pH-dependent conformational

change.[28] This structure, an origami “nanoplier”, contained a
series of C-rich sequences (i-binders) on each lever of the plier

(Figure 4 A). Under acidic conditions, these sequences form an
intermolecular i-motif between the strands of both levers,

thereby bringing the two levers together. Changes in pH are
detected by visualizing this structural transition by atomic-

force microscopy (AFM).

3.2. Nucleic acid detection

A DNA origami-based platform was used to create a “molecular

chip” through site-specific anchoring of DNA probes comple-
mentary to target nucleic acid sequences.[29] Binding to the

Figure 3. Origami-based enzyme cascades. A) Planar DNA origami tiles for
distance-dependent enzymatic reaction between glucose oxidase (GOx) and
horseradish peroxidase (HRP).[24] B) A nano-bioreactor based on DNA origami
nanotubes.[27]
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target causes the formation of duplexes (DNA–DNA or RNA–

DNA hybrids) that are stiffer and can be visualized by AFM. In-
correct targets do not bind to the DNA chip, and the probes

remain single-stranded (thus not visible by AFM). The advant-
age of such a system is that the inter-probe distance is deter-

mined by the design of the origami structure. Another exam-

ple is the DNA nanoswitch,[30] which has been used for the
detection of specific nucleic acid sequences.[31] Target binding

causes the switch to undergo a conformational change, from
a linear (“off”) state to a looped (“on”) state (Figure 4 B). Detec-

tion involves simple gel electrophoresis read-out to distinguish
between the two states. Such programmable switches with

easy read-out have the potential to detect nucleic acid sequen-

ces of biological relevance and might eventually be useful for
point-of-care diagnostics.

Nucleic acid detection platforms are also capable of identify-
ing SNPs. DNA origami chips[32] combined with toehold-medi-

ated strand-displacement[33] reactions have been used for
label-free SNP detection in homogeneous solutions. The DNA

origami chip contained a line of protruding ssDNA-capture
probes hybridized to biotinylated, partially complementary re-
porter probes.[34] Streptavidin, used as a marker, appeared as

white bulges by AFM. Addition of fully complementary target
to the capture probe displaces the reporter probe thereby

leading to disappearance of the streptavidin features ; this
does not occur in the presence of a sequence with even a

single nucleotide mismatch. In another example of SNP detec-

tion based on a DNA origami platform with a visual read-
out,[35] specific staple strands in the DNA origami tile were de-

signed to contain hairpin extensions arranged in the shapes of
the letters of the alphabet corresponding to the four DNA nu-

cleotides (A, T, C, G). By toehold-mediated strand displacement,
the addition of a target sequence with a mismatch triggers the

disappearance of the letter-shaped features corresponding to

the specific mismatched nucleotide (Figure 4 C).
Another use of DNA origami nanostructures is the detection

of microRNA sequences by using molecular logic gates (Fig-
ure 4 D).[36] One example is a DNA origami tile containing two

modules: a computation module (receiving signals) and an

output module (visual display). The computation module con-
tains a biotinylated “signal DNA” partly hybridized to an ex-

tended staple strand. Target binding displaces the signal DNA,
which can then bind to the “capture DNA” on the output

module. The capture DNA molecules were positioned so that
upon streptavidin addition, the signal DNA displays “ + ” or “¢”

by AFM, depending on the presence or absence of the target,

respectively. This strategy was also used for the simultaneous
detection of two different targets. DNA origami platforms such

as these provide a large surface area with multiple loci for si-
multaneous interactions.

3.3. Enzyme activity

DNA origami tiles have been used to sense enzymatic activity.
The activity of human O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase

(hAGT) on DNA repair process of strands containing O6-methyl-
guanine was analyzed on a DNA origami platform.[37] The read-

out depended on the bivalent binding of thrombin to two
different aptamers (Figure 4 E). Two sets of a pair of thrombin

aptamers were linearly arranged on an origami tile. In one of

these the first aptamer contained the modified nucleotide (and
thus did not bind thrombin), whereas thrombin binding oc-

curred to the set of unmodified aptamers. hAGT was added,
and its DNA repair was monitored by AFM, as the methylated

strands treated with hAGT were then able to form a G-quadru-
plex structure (thrombin binding was the AFM marker). Such

Figure 4. DNA origami biosensors. A) A nanomechanical pH sensor, based on an intermolecular i-motif, changes from an open state at high pH to a closed
state at low pH.[28] B) A DNA nanoswitch changes from a linear (off) state to a looped (on) state upon detecting the target nucleic acid.[21] C) A visual readout
platform for detecting SNPs; the target mismatch is shown by disappearance of the corresponding topographical feature.[35] D) MicroRNA detection using log-
ical operation on a DNA origami tile.[36] E) Sensing the efficiency of a DNA repair enzyme by protein binding.[37]
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versatile platforms allow the study of single-molecule reactions
and will aid in the development of molecular analysis plat-

forms, as detailed below.

4. DNA Origami-Templated Biomolecular
Analysis

Bulk measurements often hide characteristics of systems that
can only be observed at the single-molecule level. An advant-

age of DNA origami is its ability to form versatile, well-defined,
and stable two-dimensional nanoframes, with controlled spac-
ing, in order to allow organizing biomolecules with nanometer
precision. These DNA frames have been recently been used as
single-molecule analysis platforms to study various biomolecu-

lar interactions, such as enzyme activity on DNA,[38–43] DNA-
zyme reaction conditions,[44] and unique RNA–RNA interac-

tions.[45] State of the art fast-scanning AFM (fsAFM) yields scan
speeds of up to one frame per second, thus facilitating the elu-

cidation of molecular interactions in single-molecule studies.

4.1. Enzyme–DNA interactions

A hollow-center, rectangular-shaped DNA nanoframe was de-

signed by Sugiyama and colleagues to observe the activity of
DNA base-excision repair (BER) enzymes on two substrate DNA

duplexes.[38] The DNA origami tile contained a vacant area in
the center, to which were anchored two substrate DNA du-

plexes: a 64-bp “tensed” DNA, and a 74-bp “relaxed” DNA. In

the study, fsAFM was used to observe 8-oxoguanine glycosy-
lase (hOgg1) and T4 pyrimidine dimer glycosylase (PDG) as

they bound to and reacted with their respective substrates.
The ability of relaxed DNA to bend had a significant effect on

both the binding and catalytic activity of both BER enzymes.
The ability of the DNA frame to examine a single molecule

rather than studying the average of all the effects of the mole-

cule demonstrates its utility as a powerful tool in the study of
these types of systems. Similar DNA frames were used to test

the activity of a methyltransferase (M.EcoRI)[39a] and a pair of
transcription factors (Sox2 and Pax6).[39b]

DNA-based analysis platforms have been used to study the
cleavage of four-way Holliday junctions (HJ) in homologous re-

combination.[40] The activity of one such enzyme, Bacillus subti-
lis resolvase RecU, was analyzed on a DNA origami frame (Fig-

ure 5 A) containing either a “tensed” (36 nt on each arm) or
a “relaxed” HJ structure (41-nt on each arm). The enzyme
showed higher efficiency at binding and cleaving the HJ of the
41-bp structure than the 36-bp HJ, because of the higher flexi-
bility of the 41-bp junction. DNA origami frames have also

been used in the study of the conformational preference of
synthetic polypod-like structured DNA; these have been

shown to be taken up by immune cells more efficiently than
linear DNA.[41] DNA origami platforms have also been used for
single-molecule analysis of DNA polymerization by terminal de-

oxynucleotidyl transferase.[42]

A “nanoscale observation platform” constructed on DNA ori-

gami allowed the transcription of a longer DNA oligo to be vi-
sualized by fsAFM.[43] A 1000-bp double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)

template containing the T7 promoter was attached at two po-

sitions on the platform, and the transcription of the strand by
T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP) was visualized with the frame fixed
to a mica surface. Visualization was possible by labeling the
RNA transcript with biotinylated UTP and the addition of strep-

tavidin. Long streptavidin-labeled strands were observed to
move flexibly on the surface, thereby allowing, for the first
time, the observation of a single RNA molecule produced by

RNAP. Another strategy, the fluorescence nanoscopy technique
“points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography”

(PAINT), was used with a 2D DNA origami pegboard to visual-
ize modification of ssDNA by a DNAzyme.[46] Two-color PAINT

(Cy3- and Cy5-labeled) ssDNA strands were bound with specif-
ic fingerprints on the nano-pegboard, thus showing the ability
of the DNA origami-based chip and AFM to visualize chemical

changes of individual nanostructures.

4.2. RNA–RNA kissing interactions

Use of the DNA frame was extended to other biomolecules,

with the recent report on the RNA–RNA “kissing” interaction,[45]

which is known to occur between two complementary RNA

loops by Watson–Crick base pairing. An aptamer for the kissing
complex (the guanosine triphosphate switch, GTPswitch),

which binds to the kissing domain of a target RNA loop (“apta-
kiss”) in the presence of GTP, was used with the DNA chip to

Figure 5. DNA origami frames for biomolecular analysis at the single-mole-
cule level. A) Effect of Holliday junction-resolving enzymes on DNA junc-
tions.[40] B) GTP-induced RNA–RNA kissing interactions.[45] C) G-quadruplex
formation.[49]
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visualize the kissing-complex interaction at the single molecule
level by fsAFM (Figure 5 B). GTP could selectively induce bind-

ing between the GTPswitch and the aptakiss domain. Associa-
tion and dissociation of the kissing interaction could be altered

by deleting nucleotides in the interacting domain, but the
switching ability was retained.

4.3. G-quadruplex formation

The G-quadruplex, a specific DNA structure, occurs in the
human telomere region[48] and is formed under specific ionic

conditions. It is of interest because of its important biological
functions and structural variations, and it is a target in the
development of anticancer agents because of its wide range of

biological activities in DNA replication and repair.[47] G-quadru-
plexes have also been studied at the single-molecule level

with the DNA origami frame.
In the first study by the Sugiyama group,[49] two parallel du-

plexes containing G-rich overhang sequences were incorporat-

ed into the DNA origami frame scaffold. In the absence of K+ ,
no interaction between the strands was detected by AFM, and

the two dsDNAs remained parallel. Addition of K+ induced G-
quadruplex formation between the overhangs of the two du-

plexes, thereby leading to the formation of an “X” shape (Fig-
ure 5 C). fsAFM was used to visualize the formation and dissoci-

ation of the G-quadruplex in real time at the single-molecule
level. In another study, it was shown that the polarity of the

strands in the quadruplex could be controlled by the DNA

frame; this had proved difficult by other methods.[50] Ligand-in-
duced G-quadruplex formation has also been visualized by

fsAFM,[51] thus demonstrating a further advantage of the DNA
frame arising from its ability to study single molecules rather

than bulk systems. DNA origami frames have also been used
to test a proposed folding pathway of the G-quadruplex:

through the intermediate states of a G-hairpin and a G-triplex,

rather than folding directly into the quadruplex.[52]

5. DNA Origami-Based Drug Delivery

The past decade has witnessed a tremendous development in
optimizing targeted drug-delivery systems. Nanoscale materials
have been found to be excellent candidates, because of their

small size and unique chemical and structural properties.[53]

The DNA origami technique has opened up a new avenue in

targeted drug delivery, as a variety of structures can be created
to encapsulate and release drugs in a controlled fashion. DNA

origami-based structures have been shown to be biologically

compatible[55] and stable in lysate mixtures;[54a] some structures
remained intact even after 24 h at 37 8C,[54b] thus making them

useful for in vitro and in vivo applications. We discuss the use
of DNA origami nanostructures as drug delivery agents and

how they could potentially overcome the disadvantages of tra-
ditional methods.

5.1. DNA origami based drug carriers

The first, and most notable, DNA origami-based drug delivery
system used a DNA “nanopill”,[56] a hexagonal barrel with two

halves connected at the rear by scaffold strand hinges (Fig-
ure 6 A). The front of the barrel contained DNA aptamer “locks”

that can be opened in the presence of the correct aptamer an-
tigen (the “key”). The inside of the barrel carried 12 cargo-bind-

ing sites, where a variety of biological moieties can be held
and delivered simultaneously. Similar nanorobots were de-

signed to interact dynamically with each other to generate log-

ical outputs in a cockroach model (Blaberus discoidalis), both in
extracted cells and in the living organism; such programmed

structures have the potential to switch on or off the release of
molecular payloads in living systems.[57] Another example used

CpG ODNs (Cytosine-phosphate-guanine oligodeoxynucleo-
tides) which, when bound to toll-like receptors, play an valua-

ble role in the activation of the innate immune response.

These were attached to DNA nanotubes and were rapidly in-
ternalized in tissues.[58, 59] In comparison to naked DNA nano-

tubes, the CpG-decorated nanotubes exhibited significantly
higher recruitment of leukocytes into the surrounding tissue,

thereby activating the immunostimulatory cascade (Figure 6 B).
The stability and internalization of these nanotubes proved

Figure 6. DNA origami-based drug delivery. A) A nanorobot for triggered re-
lease of molecular payloads.[56] B) CpG-loaded DNA origami nanotubes for
immunostimulation.[59] C) DNA nanocalipers for ligand-based chemothera-
peutics.[61] D) DNA origami-gold nanorod complexes for cellular imaging and
photothermal ablation of cancer cells.[64] E) Gold nanoparticle/DNA origami
conjugates with doxorubicin for enhanced apoptosis of cancer cells.[65]
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that DNA-based nanostructures are promising delivery vehicles
for immune system activation. As the complexity of these

structures grew, a simpler method of DNA origami generation
was developed: rolling circle amplification (RCA).[60] Strands

synthesized by RCA have short periodic sequences that inter-
act with only a few staple strands to make the DNA origami.

This strategy was used to generate DNA “nanoribbons” of vary-
ing length and width; these were assembled to form three-

dimensional structures with multiple layers, with the potential

for drug delivery.[60]

5.2. Cancer treatment

DNA origami allows precise assembly of functional groups at
specific locations. These nanostructures are thus useful for the
spatial control of aligned moieties such as membrane-bound
receptors and ligands. This can be applied to overactive and
unregulated cellular signaling process in tumor cells. DNA

“nanocalipers” (Figure 6 C) were used to position cell-signaling
ephrin-A5 ligands at precise distances, in order to interact with

and activate their respective EphA2 receptors.[61] The nanoscale

distribution of these ligands increases receptor activation and
recruits more receptors to the cell surface to enhance the

effect. Because cell signaling, differentiation, and growth are
governed by similar spatial relationships between receptors

and ligands, DNA nanostructures can serve as scaffolds for con-
trolling tumor-promoting and -suppressing pathways. DNA

origami structures, such as a two-dimensional triangle[55] and
a three-dimensional nanotube,[62] have been used as carriers of

the anticancer drug doxorubicin (Dox). The Dox-loaded DNA

origami structures exhibited enhanced tumor selectivity, long-
lasting therapeutic effects,[55] and displayed efficient cellular

uptake in breast cancer cells.[62] A similar study used rod-like
DNA origami nanotubes to intercalate daunorubicin, and these

showed similar drug delivery abilities.[63] These studies demon-
strated that resistances and many complications associated
with drug delivery to cancer cells can be overcome by using

DNA origami nanostructures as the drug delivery agents.

5.3. DNA origami–nanoparticle conjugates

DNA origami nanostructures conjugated to metal nanoparticles
combine the unique electronic and optical properties of nano-

particles with the specificity and catalytic activity of DNA;
these are becoming increasingly popular in drug delivery and
biomedical applications. DNA origami structures complexed
with gold nanorods constitute a unique method for cancer
theranostics.[64] The gold nanoparticles allow the cell to be vi-

sualized by two-photon cell imaging, while the DNA origami
structure acts as a carrier for molecular cancer therapeutic car-

goes (Figure 6 D). These structures were also used for the pho-

tothermolysis of cancerous cells. Gold nanorods complexed
with DNA origami structures showed higher cellular uptake

and enhanced antitumor efficacy compared to gold nanorods
alone. This complex served a dual purpose: cellular imaging,

and photothermal ablation of tumor cells. In another example,
nanoparticles decorated with RCA-generated DNA origami

“belts” (Figure 6 E) provided high ligand-loading capacity, in
order to bind to many (and even multiple types of) molecules

or drugs.[65] These hybrid structures were used to intercalate
Dox and resulted in enhanced apoptosis of cancer cells com-

pared to pure Dox or AuNP-ssDNA-Dox. The nanoparticle core
provides additional stability to the DNA origami, thus making

it extremely attractive for use as a therapeutic agent, ultrasen-
sitive biodetection, and molecular assembly.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

DNA origami has made construction of nanostructures relative-
ly simple and inexpensive, thus contributing to the explosive

growth in the field. Its simplicity enables one-pot construction
(even isothermally in some cases)[66] without strand purification
or perfect stoichiometry, both of which were required by earli-

er DNA assembly methods. The rapidly declining cost of DNA
synthesis has made this method more accessible, and recent

developments in on-chip synthesis and amplification promise
to reduce costs further.[67] Strategies have been developed to

scale-up the production of DNA origami[68] as well as to assem-

ble nanostructures directly from bacteriophages[69] without the
need to isolate and purify the ssDNA scaffolds.

Despite its many advantages, significant challenges remain
in applying these nanostructures, and many of these are start-

ing to be addressed. For example, although DNA origami
nanostructures have been shown to be stable in cell lysate,[54a]

it would be useful to study the stability of these structures in

a wide array of biological fluids and to improve methods to
keep them intact for longer in vivo. Structural limitations in

DNA origami are being addressed by the construction of DNA
origami superstructures,[70] tailor-made DNA scaffolds of vary-

ing length,[67, 71] and alternative construction techniques, such
as the “molecular canvas” strategy[72] and “DNA bricks”.[73] At-

taining high purity and yield of DNA nanostructures will be in-

creasingly important for many applications, and methods have
recently been proposed for post-construction purification.[74]

For some applications, including biosensing, another challenge
is moving beyond research-grade AFM imaging as the primary

readout method. Alternative readout methods will likely make
DNA origami-based biosensing more practical, and the strat-
egies being developed include fluorescence detection, such as
FRET[75] and DNA PAINT,[76] as well as colorimetric,[77] electro-

chemical,[78] and gel-based detection.[31]

Applied DNA nanotechnology is still in its infancy, and it is
tempting to speculate on how the field will progress. Many of

the necessary components for autonomous nanoscale robotics
have been developed. Basic structural and functional compo-

nents such as beams, joints, hinges, and gears have been dem-
onstrated,[9, 79] and recent work has shown reconfigurable struc-

tures and programmable motion,[80] as well as autonomous

motion driven by ATP hydrolysis.[81] Combinations of these vari-
ous elements and possible integration with DNA-based logic[82]

or computation[83] could lead to “smart” nanorobots complete
with sensing, complex motion, and decision-making capabili-

ties. In addition, DNA origami nanostructures could be com-
bined with approaches such as nanolithography for large-scale
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substrates with programmable surface features.[84] Further-
more, the emergence of RNA nanotechnology has shown co-

transcriptional formation of nanostructures,[85] thus potentially
facilitating in vivo assembly.[86] With the plausibility of such

sophistication, it is possible that this field could revolutionize
health monitoring and disease diagnostics and treatment.

Armed with the basic tools developed over the last decade,
the field is well poised to move beyond folding DNA into new

shapes and into the many applications such as those discussed

here. We are just beginning to scratch the surface.
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